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OuR VISION

regional Victorians accessing and  
engaging with the best contemporary  
art, craft and design.

OuR MISSION

• to develop and deliver a diverse range 
of touring exhibitions, projects, 
publications and learning programs  
that set industry benchmarks.

• to support regional Victorian public 
galleries, and where beneficial, other 
metropolitan and interstate venues, 
in the presentation and promotion of 
exhibitions and programs that grow 
audiences for contemporary art.

• to foster the position of contemporary 
art practice through support and 
advocacy for artists, professional 
development for curators and advice  
and touring support for the visual  
arts sector.

OuR VALuES

• innovation and creativity.

• Excellence and best-practice. 

• collaboration, support and exchange.

• integrity and professionalism.

STRATEGIC PLAN
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• We increased our audience by 32% with 
141,870 people visiting our exhibitions 
(compared to 107,342 2007/08, 65,320 in 
2006/07 and also 38,879 in 2005/06).

• We expanded our touring program to  
9 exhibitions and 32 presentations at 
30 host galleries across Victoria, New 
south Wales, Queensland, south australia, 
tasmania and Western australia.

• We developed ambitious and stimulating 
exhibitions that presented new and 
existing works by some of australia’s 
leading contemporary artists and crafts 
practitioners, including Daniel crooks, 
shaun gladwell, James Morrison, Daniel 
von sturmer, louise Weaver, ilka White, 
John Wolseley and anne Zahalka.

• We supported the practice of a diverse 
range of leading and emerging australian 
artists and fostered the creation of 
new works for our exhibitions.

• We established new partnerships with 
asialink and heide Museum of Modern art.

• We travelled 36,010 kilometres to present 
our exhibitions in regional Victoria and 
beyond (compared to 30,985 in 2007/8 and 
11,880 kilometres in 2006/07).

• We packed and crated 398 works of  
art and objects, including new media 
based works.

• We contributed to the vitality of 
Victoria’s culture by providing regional 
communities with the opportunity 
to access and engage with the best 
contemporary art, craft and design.

• We designed and distributed our  
2009 Destinations postcard book  
which comprised of a full list of  

the exhibitions on tour for the  
year and promoted NEts Victoria to  
a wide audience.

• We negotiated an exciting new five year 
partnership with international art 
services in which they are our preferred 
freight carrier and tour partner which 
benefits our organisation and through 
it the public gallery sector in Victoria 
and interstate. this agreement began in 
January 2009.

• We have continued to build our profile 
with strategic advertisements in a range 
of art publications and have fostered 
our ongoing relationship with art Monthly 
with the artnotes Victoria column which 
we author.

• We were successful in our application to 
telematics trust for funding for a new 
website to be launched late 2009

• We have developed a survey for the 
regional gallery directors which will 
seek feedback on our programs and 
services and gathers data which will 
be useful in our strategic planning in 
coming years. 

• We launched a new e-newsletter, 
NEtsletter, sent to all our stakeholders 
and enhanced our social networking 
through joining Facebook and twitter.

 

DIRECTION2008-2009 achievements
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CHAIR’S FORWARD

australian art has long been good friends 
with the postcard. From precious 
reproductions sent from the continent,  
to café stacked promotions and the 
greatest hits of museum shop racks,  
the postcard has helped distribute art  
of all sorts far and wide.

Which is exactly what we’ve been busy 
doing too. in 2008-2009 we presented nine 
exhibitions, which were seen at 32 venues  
– two thirds of which were in Victoria.

this year saw our biggest audience ever: 
over 140,000 visitors, a 76% increase on 
the previous year. Moreover, this is the 
fourth year in a row that NEts Victoria 
has reported audience growth of this 
magnitude.

but nothing is achieved alone, and a post-
box (at least a virtual one) full of thank 
you notes has been due. our program would 
not be possible without the commitment of 
arts Victoria and the australia council, 
and the project support from the Visions 
of australia initiative. We also thank the 
National gallery of Victoria for their 
long-term support. and of course, we 
thank the artists and galleries on whose 
collaboration we rely.

this year, NEts Victoria confirmed a 
commercial partnership with international 
art services, and worked towards a full 
website redevelopment thanks to a grant 
from the telematics trust. these deliver 
on key elements of our 2008-2010 strategic 
plan, as has new work on our risk 
management and communication strategies, 

and the development of a comprehensive 
program of visitor evaluation.

2008-2009 has seen some comings-and-goings 
on the board of management. We thank 
outgoing board members carmen grostel, 
Meredith squires and rodney James for 
their contribution. We have been pleased 
to welcome bryony Nainby, Joe pascoe and 
(thanks to the assistance of the australian 
business arts Foundation’s boardbank 
program) alex Ferrar to the board.

on behalf of the board, i would like to  
thank georgia cribb for her visionary 
leadership of the organisation, and the 
whole NEts Victoria team for their 
dedication. as much as our exhibitions 
rely on creative practice, so too do our 
operations. the substantial impact of NEts 
Victoria in the cultural life of Victoria is 
testament to the creativity of all those who 
have contributed to our program this year.

if we could only fit you all in the office…  
we wish you were here!

alex taylor

chair

CHAIR’S FORWARD

“IF WE COuLD 
ONLY FIT YOu ALL 
IN THE OFFICE… 
WE WISH YOu  
WERE HERE!”

  alex taylor, chair
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EquIVALENT FuLL-TIME STAFF:
3.4

ARTISTS:
59

ART WORkS AND OBjECTS:
398

CuRATORS:
9

MILEAGE:
36,010 kilometres

AuDIENCE:
141,870 visitors

DESTINATIONS:
• 22 Victorian galleries
• 9 interstate galleries  
  (NsW, act, QlD, sa and Wa)

ExHIBITION PRESENTATIONS:
31

ExHIBITIONS ON THE ROAD:
9

ExHIBITIONS IN DEVELOPMENT:
7

TOuRING PARTNERS:
9

ANNuAL FuNDING:
arts Victoria, australia council for 
the arts, and the Visual arts and craft 
strategy, an initiative of the australian, 
state and territory governments

ANNuAL IN-kIND SuPPORT:
National gallery of Victoria

PROjECT FuNDING:
arts Victoria, gordon Darling Foundation, 
helen Macpherson smith trust, telematics 
trust, and Visions of australia

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FORuMS DELIVERED:
1

TOuRING ENquIRIES:
26

DIRECTOR’S REPORTOPERATIONS AT A GLANCE

greetings from the heart of Melbourne, 
Federation square.....

...and from the 31 different destinations 
we journeyed to over the past twelve 
months, covering 36,010 kilometres, 
to deliver the NEts Victoria touring 
exhibition program to audiences of more 
than 140,000 across regional Victoria  
and beyond.

the program for this financial year was 
stylistically and conceptually diverse but 
consistently high in quality. Exhibitions 
included works by some of our most 
promising young artists such as roderick 
sprigg, who was selected for this year’s 
primavera, the Museum of contemporary 
art’s showcase of emerging talent, through 
to australia’s representative artist at the 
2009 Venice biennale, shaun gladwell. We 
are grateful to the 59 artists who shared 
our enthusiasm for bringing their work to a 
wide audience across the state and beyond. 

NEts Victoria toured nine exhibitions 
in this period. Whilst two thirds of the 
presentations were at our state’s best 
public galleries, we also promoted the work 
of Victorian artists and organisations 
through the staging of exhibitions at 
thirteen major public galleries across six 
states including object gallery, sydney; 
Flinders university art Museum, adelaide; 
ipswich art gallery, QlD; and Fremantle 
arts centre, Wa. 

the tours of the exhibitions Murray cod: 
the biggest fish in the river and Victorians 
on vacation concluded. loop: new australian 
video art; the enchanted forest: new 
gothic storytellers, hall of Mirrors: anne 
Zahalka portraits 1987-2007, how you make it 

and Walk continued on their respective 
journeys to great acclaim. We launched two 
new projects – come on the scene and  
the world in painting. We have another 
seven exciting projects in development for 
tour in late 2009 and 2010. 

NEts Victoria had a number of changes 
within our team in this period, but the 
talented Emily Jones, who has been with the 
organisation since 2005, and i remained a 
constant. program Manager Jane barlow left 
the organisation after two years, moving 
back to her home state of tasmania. Jane 
oversaw the development of some of our 
most successful projects, notably Walk and 
hall of Mirrors: anne Zahalka portraits 
1987-2007. We are fortunate that sherryn 
Vardy, assistant curator, latrobe regional 
gallery accepted the position, bringing a 
sophisticated skill set and experience  
in the regional gallery sector. 

During the year we were pleased to host 
an arts management intern from Melbourne 
university, rochelle rogers who helped on a 
range of projects. 

one of our previous interns Elizabeth craft 
assisted us during a very busy phase and 
was responsible for summarising the first 
phase of our Visitor Evaluation survey 
data, which are profiled within this report. 

Melissa hart, our inaugural communications 
Manager also left the organisation during 
this period. over two years, Melissa built 
a strong profile for the organisation in 
all regards and produced publications that 
provided a rich interpretation of the 
exhibitions for a range of audiences for 
which we are grateful.
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Melissa oversaw some of the key marketing 
and audience development projects 
instigated in the last six months including 
our new e-newsletter, our 2009 Destinations 
guide which previewed our touring program 
for the year, and worked hard to shape 
and develop content for our new website 
currently under construction. she also 
developed and managed the incredibly 
successful 2008 NEts Victoria symposium for 
curators, the c Word: collaboration which 
was attended by 86 arts workers and artists 
from around the country.

in addition to our touring program, our 
organisation delivers a suite of support 
services for the industry. We continue to 
be an active member of the NEts australia 
network which is dedicated to touring 
exhibitions of contemporary art, craft and 
design across regional australia. We meet 
regularly to share resources and expertise 
in order to remain at the forefront of 
touring practices and to advocate on 
behalf of the touring sector.

look out for some of our most interesting 
projects to date arriving in your home town 
next year. Whilst postcards are now  
circulated in the digital realm, much like 
art, it is more meaningful when the real 
thing arrives at your doorstep. 

georgia cribb

Director 

OuR SINCERE THANkS TO:

• outgoing representatives anna Waldmann 
and billy crawford, and the incoming 
team Kon gouriotis, laura Mcleod and 
Kate Major at the australia council –  
we value your support and commitment to 
the visual arts sector

• Former Manager of the touring  
Victoria program phil Jones and current 
manager Fiona beckwith from arts 
Victoria – thank you both so much for 
your enthusiasm 

• Kingsley Mundy, Neale robinson and 
Jason barnett of international art 
services and ben holloway from tED 
Fine art australia for your dedication 
to excellence and your commitment to 
support our touring program.

• the National gallery of Victoria – 
gerard Vaughn, Frances lindsay, pierre 
arpin, David hurlston and the NgV team 
– particularly Finance, human resources 
and information technology departments 
for the incredible support and expertise

• and most importantly, the artists, 
curators and colleagues from across the 
country who worked with us.

“GREETINGS FROM 
THE HEART OF 
MELBOuRNE, FEDERATION 
SquARE..... 
AND FROM THE  
31 DIFFERENT 
DESTINATIONS WE 
jOuRNEYED TO OVER THE 
PAST TWELVE MONTHS”

  georgia cribb, Director
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CHAIR
Alex Taylor (until august 2009)
Marketing Manager,  
australian centre for the Moving image

alex taylor was the Marketing Manager 
for the australian centre for the Moving 
image (acMi) until august 2009. taylor 
studied art history at the university 
of Queensland, university of california, 
berkeley, and the university of Melbourne. 
in 2007 he published his first book perils 
of the studio: inside the artistic 
affairs of bohemian Melbourne, which was 
launched to coincide with an exhibition 
he curated at city Museum, old treasury 
Melbourne titled Melbourne bohemia: inside 
Melbourne artists’ studios in september 
2007. taylor co-curated My Doubtful Mind 
with Jan Duffy for linden: st Kilda centre 
for contemporary art in 2008. taylor has 
formerly worked with Experimenta Media 
arts and the arts centre in Melbourne, 
and the Metropolitan Museum of art, New 
York. he has contributed to a range of 
contemporary art publications including 
artlink and Eyeline. 

DEPuTY CHAIR
Erica Sanders (until august 2009)

Erica sanders is currently working as an 
arts and cultural management consultant. 
until recently she was the Executive 
Director of Museums australia (Victoria) 
and prior to that she was the tourism 
and Exhibitions Manager at Melbourne and 
olympic parks trust. sanders has a wide 
range of curatorial experience including 
positions as the senior curator at the 

Newcastle region art gallery, curator at 
the city of Whitehorse and cunningham Dax 
collection and curatorial Manager for the 
birds australia travelling exhibition, 
stuffed & Mounted. sanders also brings 
experience in touring exhibitions having 
held the positions of NEts officer with 
contemporary art services tasmania and 
National touring resource officer with 
Museums australia. she has also served 
on the committee of the cunningham Dax 
collection and as a member of the Victorian 
tourism awards industry reference group. 

TREASuRER
Meredith Windust 
Figures are us

Meredith Windust established her own 
company, Figures are us pty ltd, in 1998 
which provides financial and human resource 
services to a number of small business and 
not-for-profit clients in many industries. 
Windust has extensive experience in 
these services. in her past employment, 
she held senior accounting, payroll and 
human resource roles at the Victorian 
Employers chamber of commerce and industry 
(VEcci). Windust is interested in the 
arts, painting, music, aromatherapy and 
charitable organisations. 

Alex Taylor

Murry Bowes

Emily Floyd

Erica Sanders

Professor Paul Clarson

Bryony Nainby

Meredith Windust

Alex Farrar

joe Pascoe

BehinD the WheeL
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
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ORDINARY MEMBERS

MuRRAY BOWES
Director, Warrnambool art gallery

Murray bowes has been the Director of 
Warrnambool art gallery since 1996 and was 
curator since 1982. he holds a Diploma of 
Fine arts from Deakin university. bowes is 
currently a Member of the committee for the 
Victorian Foundation for living australian 
art and a member of the board of the public 
galleries association of Victoria. From 
2004-07 he was a member of the Visions of 
australia committee of the Department of 
communications, information technology and 
the arts.

PROFESSOR PAuL CLARkSON
adjunct professor, rMit

paul clarkson was Director of the Victorian 
Ministry of the arts (later arts Victoria) 
for 15 years from 1980. During that 
time he was closely involved with many 
new initiatives in the cultural life of 
Victoria, including the construction and 
operation of the Victorian arts centre, the 
development of the Melbourne international 
arts Festival, and development of the 
regional gallery and performing arts 
centre networks. clarkson has a bachelor 
of commerce. he has held a number of 
arts board appointments and is currently 
chairman of the port Fairy spring Music 
Festival, the city of port phillip arts 
advisory committee, and a Director of  
the John truscott Design Foundation.  

he has been an adjunct professor at  
rMit university since 1996.

ALEx FARRAR
corporate lawyer, australian children’s 
television Foundation

alex Farrar is a corporate lawyer with 
the australian children’s television 
Foundation, a national not-for-profit 
children’s media production and policy 
hub. Farrar’s practice extends from 
general corporate and intellectual 
property law to a broader media policy 
role. because the children’s production 
industry is responding to kids’ ever-
increasing technology-savvy in new and 
innovative ways, Farrar is currently 
ramping-up her digital media expertise 
via a Masters in communications law at 
Melbourne university. she is the author of 
a number of articles about transformative 
uses of traditional copyright materials 
for use in classroom settings, and has 
taken a particular interest in the 
debate surrounding australian content, 
particularly as it applies to subscription 
and digital television. 

EMILY FLOYD
artist

Emily Floyd is a Melbourne-based artist 
who looks for new ways to tell old stories; 
different angles from which to view the 
past and alternative positions from which 
to think about our present. her playful and 
irreverent sculptures push ideas centre 
stage. Floyd’s recent solo exhibitions 

include temple of the Female Eunuch (anna 
schwartz gallery, Melbourne, 2008) and  
the outsider (curtin university, perth, 
2006). in 2008 she was commissioned to 
produce a large scale sculpture for 
the Eastlink Freeway titled public art 
strategy. Major group exhibitions include 
Mca collection: New acquisitions in context 
(Museum of contemporary art, 2005) and 
cycle tracks Will abound utopia (australian 
centre for contemporary art, 2003). Floyd 
is represented in public and private 
collections both throughout australia 
and internationally including: simmons 
and simmons, london; National gallery of 
Victoria, Melbourne; bendigo art gallery; 
Monash university collection; and the 
Michael buxton contemporary australian art 
collection.

BRYONY NAINBY until august 2009
senior curator, latrobe regional gallery

bryony Nainby is senior curator at latrobe 
regional gallery. she has also actively 
curated a range of projects and has 
worked in the field of politically-engaged 
contemporary art for over 10 years. recent 
projects include Maintenance of social 
solidarity with the New Zealand artists 
et al. at cast gallery (hobart) and eg. – a 
short guide to socially and politically 
engaged art practices in australia at the 
plimsoll gallery (hobart). she was the 
Director of the redplanet screenprint 
studio in Fitzroy from 1997 to 1999, where 
she initiated projects including the 
guerrilla girls 1999 australian visit and 
the 1998 Don’t get Mad, get Elected federal 
election billboard campaign.  

More recently Nainby has held the positions 
of Exhibitions Manager at the state library 
of Queensland and curator of gippsland art 
gallery, sale. 
 
jOE PASCOE
cEo and artistic Director, craft Victoria

Joe pascoe has been interested in 
australian crafts since the 1980s and is 
today cEo and artistic Director of craft 
Victoria. pascoe was a founding graduate 
of australia’s first museum studies course, 
which was first offered at prahran college 
of advanced Education in 1979. before 
joining craft Victoria, pascoe held 
leadership roles at the shepparton art 
gallery and the australia council for  
the arts. 

CO-OPTED MEMBER representing  
the National gallery of Victoria

DAVID HuRLSTON
curator, australian art
National gallery of Victoria

David hurlston has worked for the National 
gallery of Victoria (NgV) since 1993 and is 
currently employed as curator, australian 
art. he has previously been employed by the 
NgV as curator, australian art exhibitions 
(2002-2007), program coordinator (1999-
2002) and access gallery curator (1993-
1999). in 1985 hurlston completed a bachelor 
of art in Fine art at rMit, majoring in 
ceramic sculpture, and in 1991 undertook 
post-graduate study in art curatorship 
at the university of Melbourne. he has 
curated a number of exhibitions for the 
NgV including, Yikwani: contemporary tiwi 
ceramics (2002-2003), Deborah halpern: 

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
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angel (2006), geoffrey bartlett (2007) and 
preserving the past, enriching the future: 
hugh Williamson’s legacy (2008). he is 
currently developing a survey exhibition of 
the work of ron Mueck, which will open at 
NgV international in 2010. hurlston is chair 
of the city of Maribyrnong’s art advisory 
committee and a member of arts project 
australia’s Exhibitions committee.

NETS VICTORIA STAFF

Director:  
georgia cribb

Communications Manager:  
Melissa hart (until June 2009)

Program Managers:  
sherryn Vardy 
Emily Jones (0.4 p/t)

Independent education consultants 
Kate barber 
louise hall

Independent exhibition design 
Erik North, lev design 

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

Daniel crooks
static No.9  
a small section of something larger 
2005, still from DVD
hamilton art gallery collection
courtesy the artist and sherman  
galleries (sydney)

From the touring exhibition loop
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Hello Nets!

Writing from the first leg of the tour. 
This idea of designing the show in 
modular parts and tailoring it to each 
exhibition space is working really well 
here. The show arrived absolutely 
beautifully packed and MATERIAL BY 
PRODuCT’s beaded dress was so lovingly 
wrapped around its quilted roll we were 
all very impressed!

Everyone who worked on the show was also 
thankful for the excellent labeling of 
all the parts and the display has come 
together stress-free! 

Thanks again for getting us all on the 
road and for the chance to show all  
this brilliant work outside Melbourne!

kate

this year we travelled over 36,000 
kilometres to present our exhibitions 
across australia and provide installation 
assistance to host galleries. our Director, 
georgia cribb, manages the artistic 
program and oversees operations. our 
program Managers, sherryn Vardy and 
Emily Jones, are responsible for the 
delivery of our touring program, which 
involves freight logistics, registration, 
conservation management, and installation 
support for host venues – along with 
ensuring professional museum standards. 
our communications Manager, Melissa hart 
(until June 2009), coordinates public 
relations, marketing, publishing and the 
annual NEts Victoria symposium.

For each project, NEts Victoria is 
responsible for fundraising, collection 
management and registration activities, 
tour management, and the development of 
signage, publications and promotional 
material to facilitate a meaningful 
interpretation of the touring 
exhibition. We also facilitate multiple 
ways for visitors to engage with art 
through stimulating lifelong learning 
opportunities, such as public programs and 
events that enable artists to talk about 
their practices and the works  
on display.

A POSTCARD FROM THE ROAD
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THE ROAD AHEAD

2009/10 OBjECTIVES

• We will travel over 35,000 kilometres 
across australia to provide regional 
audiences with the best contemporary 
art, craft and design. 

• We will develop eight new touring 
exhibitions in collaboration with the 
australian centre for the Moving image 
(acMi), rMit university, the ian potter 
Museum of art at the university of 
Melbourne, latrobe regional gallery, 
linden centre for contemporary arts, the 
centre for contemporary photography, 
gippsland art gallery and Mcclelland 
gallery + sculpture park.

• We will deliver a new series of 
professional development workshops for 
regional gallery staff in conservation, 
condition reporting and installation in 
partnership with the National gallery of 
Victoria’s conservation and registration 
departments.

• We will continue to collect and evaluate 
audience research and disseminate data 
to the sector. 

• We will survey and meet with the 
Victorian regional gallery network to 
discuss exhibition programming and 
sector needs in order to develop a major 
curatorial initiative, which will be 
launched in 2010.Deborah klein

Oressacha 2007
from the series  
Moth masks
synthetic polymer  
paint on canvas
Courtesy the artist

From the touring exhibition  
The enchanted forest:  
new gothic storytellers
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ACHIEVEMENTS EXCHANGE

2008/09 ACHIEVEMENTS

• We worked closely with 9 curators and  
59 artists.

• We fostered the creation of new works by 
some of australia’s leading and emerging 
artists and crafts practitioners.

• We managed and negotiated over 300 
inward loan contracts for works of art 
from institutions and private lenders.

• We toured significant works of art from 
the collections of the National gallery 
of Victoria, the art gallery of south 
australia, Museum Victoria, the Museum 
of south australia, the Museum of sydney, 
the National Museum of australia, the 
state library of Victoria, and a wide 
range of regional public galleries and 
private lenders.

• We negotiated 31 exhibition loan 
contracts with host galleries.

• We invested up to $30,000 worth of 
Exhibition Development Fund grants 
to support latrobe regional gallery, 
together with independent curator Zara 
stanhope, and Maroondah art gallery 
to generate engaging contemporary art 
exhibitions for touring. 

• We received Visions of australia funding 
worth over $98,000 to tour other side 
art: trevor Nickolls, a survey of 
paintings and drawings  
1972- 2007 in 2009/2011.

• We established touring partnerships with 
asialink, heide Museum of Modern art, 
Next Wave, rMit and the ian potter Museum 
of art at the university of Melbourne.

• We supported and presented at a range 
of professional development seminars, 
including collaborations with Museums 
australia (Victoria) and the public 
galleries association of Victoria.

• We reconfirmed our in-kind sponsorship 
arrangement with art Monthly australia 
magazine, which involves compiling the 
artnotes Victoria news column.

• We were successful in our application to 
telematics trust for funding for a new 
website to be launched late 2009.

• We negotiated an exciting new five year 
partnership with international art 
services in which they are our preferred 
freight carrier and tour partner which 
benefits our organisation and through 
it the public gallery sector in Victoria 
and interstate. this agreement began in 
January 2009.

2008-2009 achievements
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DRIVING PARTNERS

We are the peak body for visual arts 
touring in the state of Victoria. NEts 
Victoria works closely with curators 
and galleries to develop ambitious and 
stimulating exhibitions that foster the 
exchange of ideas and promote new works 
by a diverse range of leading and emerging 
australian artists. 

along with creating exhibitions, NEts 
Victoria collaborates with organisations 
to tour existing shows that engage with a 
diverse audience. this year we continued 
successful partnerships with the centre 
for contemporary photography, geelong 
gallery, the state library of Victoria, 
craft Victoria, and asialink and embarked 
on new journeys with latrobe regional 
gallery, rMit university and the ian potter 
Museum of art, the university of Melbourne.

NEts Victoria is committed to providing 
regional communities with access to 
the best contemporary art, craft and 
design. We deliver the full package from 
fundraising and project management to 
exhibition installation, interpretation 
and assistance with education and public 
programs. We have a strong reputation 
for maintaining the highest museum 
standards and we are dedicated to the care, 
protection and display of each work of art 
on tour.

applications for our partnerships program 
are welcomed from public exhibiting 
organisations in regional and metropolitan 
Victoria, including art galleries, 
contemporary art spaces, indigenous 
arts organisations, and craft and design 
councils. 

DRIVING PARTNERS

James Morrison
Freeman Dyson 2008, (detail)
oil on canvas
courtesy the artist and Darren Knight 
gallery (sydney)

From the touring exhibition
the enchanted forest:  
new gothic storytellers
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BEYOND THE HORIZONBEYOND THE HORIZON

this year we invested up to $30,000 worth 
of Exhibition Development Funds (EDF) to 
support latrobe regional gallery, together 
with independent curator Zara stanhope, 
and Maroondah art gallery to generate 
engaging contemporary art exhibitions  
for touring. 

Each NEts Victoria EDF grant is like a 
compass on the road to producing dynamic 
touring exhibitions. the grant provides 
significant support for the curatorial 
research, navigation and presentation  
of quality contemporary art. 

NEts Victoria’s EDF grants are made 
available from funds specifically devolved 
through arts Victoria for the development 
of contemporary art, craft and design 
touring exhibitions.

grants up to $10,000 are available to 
Victorian exhibiting organisations and all 
recipients are encouraged to work with NEts 
Victoria to develop the exhibition tour.

OBjECTS TO LIVE BY. 
THE ART OF jOHN MEADE

curated by Zara stanhope for  
latrobe regional gallery

objects to live by. the art of John Meade 
will be the first exhibition to review 
almost twenty years of practice from one of 
australia’s leading sculptors. 

Meade’s oeuvre is distinguished by its 
synthesis of figuration and abstraction. 
in dissolving the distinctions between 
sculpture, modern design and everyday 
objects, his art is a catalyst for the 
imagination. the forms, materials and 

surfaces of works open up a playful 
dialogue around the theatricality of 
display and invite the viewer to speculate 
on the origins and interrelations of 
individual sculptures. our perceptions of 
the material world are seen a fresh and 
reshaped in objects to live by.

the exhibition will be launched at latrobe 
regional gallery from 6 February - 4 april 
2010  and will then tour Victoria and 
interstate in 2010. 

TuRBuLENT TERRAIN: 
THE SuBLIME IN CONTEMPORARY ART

curated by bryony Nainby, latrobe regional 
gallery

this exhibition presents a diverse range 
of works by australian and international 
artists who engage with contemporary 
concepts of the sublime. traditionally 
associated with 19th century artists such 
as caspar David Friedrich, the aesthetic 
concept of the sublime originally referred 
to the sense of awe and fear inspired by 
the vastness and immense power of nature 
and the elements.

contemporary artists stephen hurrel, 
charles green and lyndell brown,  
lara Merrett, olga cironis and tony lloyd 
continue to attempt to evoke a form of 
human experience that is beyond the 
everyday, expressing wonder, awe and 
exhilaration through works which engage 
science, technology, military activity, 
environmental concerns and genetic 
engineering.

the exhibition will be launched at latrobe 
regional gallery from 19 august - 25 
october 2009 and is proposed to tour  
Victoria into 2010.

liN oNus: MEaNiNg oF liFE

curated by Damian smith,  
Maroondah art gallery

recognised as a seminal participant in 
the urban indigenous art scene, lin onus 
(1948-1996) pioneered a unique approach to 
communicating cultural knowledge through 
combining indigenous and Western visual 
systems. his witty and insightful works 
extend an invitation across the cultural 
divide, providing an ideal opportunity 
for audiences to learn about indigenous 
culture and the ongoing issue of cross-
cultural interaction. 

onus worked in a wide variety of media 
including painting, sculpture and 
printmaking. For the first time, this 
exhibition will present a comprehensive 
overview of lin onus’ late silkscreen 
prints, created over a seven year period 
before his death. 

this exhibition will be presented at 
Maroondah art gallery from May to June 2009 
and will then tour to metropolitan and 
regional Victorian galleries.

photographers:
Michael silver
Jane barlow
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in mid 2008, we partnered with ticketmaster 
to develop a Visitor Evaluation program, 
designing a Dl card and developing a 
spreadsheet within which information 
could be recorded and analysed. a feedback 
box to hold the cards was designed and 
manufactured by Erik North. Feedback is 
both quantitative and qualitative.the 
exhibition Walk provided the first phase of 
substantial data for the 11 venue tour.

VISITOR EVALuATION: WALk
“amazing, inspiring for me as i am doing art 
at school and it helps me realise there is 
more to art than painting and drawing well. 
Natural material is used to great effect. 
Well done to the artists.” the exhibition 
Walk  provided the first phase of substantial 
data for the 11 venue tour.

HOW VISITORS FOuND OuT  
ABOuT THE ExHIBITION
37% of visitors cited word of mouth as 
the main way they found out about the 
exhibition, a reflection that people come 

to an exhibition if they hear that it 
is a quality exhibition and worth their 
time. With 32% of visitors attending the 
exhibition because of advertising it is a 
reflection of the importance of maintaining 
good local media coverage.

DuRATION OF VISIT
the exhibition received a good viewing 
time with 34% staying longer than half an 
hour. these findings were very pleasing 
considering the scale of the exhibition.

ExHIBITION INTERPRETATION
there were a range of interpretive 
materials offered to the audience in this 
exhibition including interpretive signage 
and a room brochure detailing the origins 
of the project and information on the 
great south West Walk. almost 90 percent 
of visitors across all venues reported 
that they found the interpretive material 
either ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’.  
this was really fantastic result and shows 
the depth of material available was both 
sufficient and pitched at the right level 
for the audience. 

ATTITuDE TOWARDS CONTEMPORARY ART
the vast majority of visitors reported 
either ‘love it’ or ‘interests me’ for their 
response to contemporary art. the Walk 
exhibition was a blend of contemporary art 
and craft practitioners, and therefore was 
very well received by the demographic who 
attended. 

POSTCARDS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 
THE TRAVELLING FEEDBACK BOX

Dear Georgia, Sherryn, Rowena,

The ‘Walk’ exhibition finished its two 
year tour today! It has been such a 
positive experience all along, thanks 
to your fantastic support. You ensured 
that it looked great in every location 
and the variety of public programs and 
publications made it accessible to a 
wide range of people. Ilka and 
I couldn’t have wished for a better 
outcome when we initiated the project.

Thank you so much, Carmel Wallace.
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POSTCARDS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 
THE TRAVELLING FEEDBACK BOX

COMMENTS
Visitor’s qualitative feedback was 
overwhelmingly positive - people responded 
to the contemplative and atmospheric space 
that the exhibition provided and were very 
impressed with the overall quality of the 
exhibition. Many comments centred on how 
beautiful and inspiring the works were and 
were very pleased to see such an exhibition 
travel to regional areas. 

a privilege to view a collection of such 
quality in your home town. great stuff. 

this is a lovely exhibition-nice diversity 
of media. thanks for bringing it to 
bunbury. 

FREquENCY OF VISIT
37% of visitors were visiting the gallery 
for the first time, which is a very good 
indication that the exhibition was bringing 
in a new audience for the galleries. however 
the same percentage also reported repeat 
and frequent visits to the gallery indica- 
ting that they are a loyal audience base.  

DEMOGRAPHIC
unsurprisingly, a large percentage of 
visitors were female, but with 33 percent 
of visitors being male it presented a good 
gender cross section of the population. 
a common finding with gallery visitation 
is often the disproportionate amount 
of visitors over 45. less young people 
visited the exhibition than might have been 
expected. With only 29% of visitors being 
under 34 years of age, it indicates a need 
to develop targeted programs and marketing 
strategies to attract youth audiences. 

POSTCODE
it was found with most of the galleries 
that a strong contingency of the local 
communities visited the exhibition, 
especially burnie and bunbury which 
recorded the majority of their visitors 
coming from their local regions. 
shepparton art gallery had many visitors 
travelling from Melbourne and other areas 
in Victoria, and being a metropolitan venue 
the counihan gallery recorded audiences 
travelling from the most diverse regions 
and many reporting that they already knew 
of the exhibition.

SuMMARY
on the whole, the evaluation program 
generated insightful feedback about the 
exhibition and venues. the exhibition 
inspired people to leave extensive feedback 
and was extremely well received by those 
who made comments. Future exhibitions will 
be developed in light of these findings, 
particularly in relation to providing 
seating any time based media art. the 
visitor feedback initiative is managed by 
NEts Victoria and data is also provided to 
each tour venue.

photographers:
Michael silver
Jane barlow
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT THE C WORD: COLLABORATION

NEts Victoria is committed to providing 
professional development opportunities  
to the visual arts and craft sector in 
order to support contemporary art, craft 
and design.

The C Word: Collaboration
2008 NETS Victoria Symposium  
for curators
Date: 16 - 17 october 2008
Venue: the ian potter centre:  
NgV australia
Federation square, Melbourne

Current Trends In Exhibition Design  
presented by Museums australia (Victoria) 
in partnership with NEts Victoria
Date: 30 June 2009
Venue: the ian potter centre:  
NgV australia
Federation square, Melbourne

georgia cribb presented with and  
Erik North from lev Design.  
the presentation explored exhibition 
design for the NEts Victoria touring 
exhibitions Walk and how you make it.

in its second year, the NEts Victoria 
symposium for curators explored the 
diverse collaboration experiences found 
in the australian visual arts industry 
from curatorial, artist and management 
perspectives. the symposium developed 
opportunities for critical debate 
and encouraged dialogue between all 
participants.

the c word: collaboration NEts symposium 
attracted members of the australian arts 
workers, curators, academics and artists 
community.  gathering in Melbourne on 
thursday 16 october and Friday 17 october 
2008 attendees travelled from interstate, 
regional and metropolitan Victoria to 
participate in the two day event.

held at the ian potter centre: NgV 
australia lecture theatre the c Word: 
collaboration comprised of four 
panel discussions and three artist in 
conversation sessions featuring twenty-
three guest speakers.

• 86 delegates attended the symposium 
from across the australian arts sector 
included artists, curators, academics 
and art historians, writers. 

• 40 attended the drinks function at 
gertrude contemporary art spaces, 

• 28 guest speakers came from across 
the country to speak including; Zara 
stanhope (independent curator and former 
Deputy Director and senior curator, 
heide Museum of Modern art),  tamara 
Winikoff (Executive Director, National 
association for  
the Visual arts / NaVa), Juliana Engberg 

(artistic Director, acca)  
and Vernon ah Kee (artist) 

• We held 4 panel discussions and 3 artist 
in conversation sessions 

• Many of the participants were 
established in their field with over five 
year’s experience in the profession. 

• the 2008 symposium attracted a 
large number of students and young 
professionals who had less than five 
years experience in the profession with 
many of them seeing the event as an 
opportunity to develop new contacts in 
their field. 

• While the majority of participants 
at the 2008 symposium were attracted 
from Melbourne metropolitan areas it 
was encouraging that a high numbers 
of regional participants travelled 
to participate in the event. also 
encouraging was the participation of a 
number of interstate organisations who 
travelled from the australian capital 
territory and Queensland.  trevor Flinn

the Meat Eaters tour Van 2008
from the series the puma, the 
stranger and the Mountain
Ecoply, acrylic paint,  
velvet curtains
installation view at platform, as 
part of the 2008 Next Wave Festival
courtesy the artist and Next Wave

From the touring exhibition
come on the scene
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come on the scene is an exhibition which 
presented some dazzling new works by 
five young regionally-based contemporary 
artists from Victoria, tasmania and 
Western australia. arising from Next Wave’s 
inaugural regional program, each artist 
represented in come on the scene developed 
an ambitious, large-scale new project, 
which was included in the 2008 Next 
Wave Festival. With the support of NEts 
Victoria, the artists redeveloped their 
work into a touring exhibition that took 
the works back into regional australia, to 
the communities and towns from which they 
originated.

Featuring multimedia, sculpture, 
printmaking, performance, textile and 
installation works, come on the scene 
examined relationships, identity, 
communication, mythology and popular 
culture. these dynamic works provided a 
fresh perspective on regional australia and 
the role of art in fostering a new sense of 
community and connectedness.

practising as a regional artist in 21st 
century australia poses a formidable 

challenge, especially to young artists 
who are often isolated from their peers 
and immersed in the complicated process 
of establishing their artistic practice 
and figuring out their place within their 
community and its specific culture and 
history. the come on the scene artists 
tackled these challenges with intelligence, 
humour, and a critical eye. their works 
reflected a great imaginative depth, in 
both manifesting ambitious ideas, and in 
the inspired processes they have developed 
to engage with their local communities and 
contexts. importantly, these communities 
have responded in-kind to engage with each 
artist’s work in wildly varied, but always 
compelling and genuine, ways.

Next Wave and NEts Victoria are committed 
to nurturing creative practices and 
innovative artistic cultures in regional 
australia, and we hoped that come on the 
scene provided an opportunity for  
artists and audiences alike to reflect on 
the enormous contributions that artists 
are making, and continue to make, in 
regional australia.

COME ON THE SCENE

Thanks to NETS and COTS I’ve had the 
opportunity to travel to Swan Hill 
and Morwell and soon Horsham and run 
workshops and meet new people and 
generally expand my horizons!
Thanks for all your help and support.

Cheers, Trevor Flinn xoxo
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OUR BACKYARD
DestinatiOns

01. Object Gallery
sydney, New south Wales
how you make it
21 June – 24 august 2008

02. Mildura Art Centre
Mildura, Victoria
Victorians on vacation
17 July – 24 august 2008

03. Bendigo Art Gallery
bendigo, Victoria
the enchanted forest:  
new gothic storytellers
19 July – 17 august 2008

04. Heide Museum of Modern Art
bulleen, Victoria
the world in painting
26 July – 9 November 2008

05. Burnie Regional Art Gallery
burnie, tasmania
Walk
15 august – 14 september

06. Bathurst Regional Art Gallery
bathurst, New south Wales
hall of Mirrors: anne Zahalka  
portraits 1987 - 2007
29 august – 12 october 2008

07. Horsham Regional Art Gallery
horsham, Victoria
loop: new australian video art
9 september – 2 November 2008

08. Latrobe Regional Gallery
Morwell, Victoria
how you make it
27 september – 2 November

09. Riddoch Art Gallery
Mount gambier, south australia  
Walk
18 october – 30 November 2008

10. Shepparton Art Gallery
shepparton, Victoria
the enchanted forest:  
new gothic storytellers
1 November – 14 December 2008

11. Fremantle Art Centre
Fremantle, Western australia
how you make it
3 December 2008 – 25 January 2009

12. Hazelhurst Regional  
Gallery & Arts Centre
sutherland, New south Wales
hall of Mirrors:  
anne Zahalka portraits 1987 - 2007
6 December 2008 – 1 February 2009

13. Warrnambool Art Gallery
Warrnambool, Victoria
Victorians on vacation
7 December 2008 – 8 February 2009

14. Art Gallery of Ballarat
ballarat, Victoria
loop: new australian video art
16 December 2008 – 26 January 2009

15. Flinders university Art Museum
adelaide, south australia
Walk
23 January – 1 March 2009
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DESTINATIONSDESTINATIONS

From the touring exhibition
hall of Mirrors: anne Zahalka 
portraits 1987 – 2007
installation view at perc 
tucker regional gallery, QlD

16. Artspace Mackay
Mackay, Queensland
hall of Mirrors:  
anne Zahalka portraits 1987 - 2007
6 February – 22 March 2009

17. Warrnambool Art Gallery
Warrnambool, Victoria
come on the scene
14 February – 22 March 2009

18. Newcastle Region Art Gallery
the world in painting
14 February – 3 May 2009

19. Latrobe Regional Gallery
Morwell, Victoria
the enchanted forest:  
new gothic storytellers
21 February – 19 april 2009

20. Wangaratta exhibitions Gallery
Wangaratta, Victoria
how you make it
28 February – 29 March 2009

21. Mornington Peninsula  
Regional Gallery
Mornington, Victoria
Victorians on vacation
11 March – 19 april 2009

22. Bendigo Art Gallery
bendigo, Victoria
loop: new australian video art
1 april – 26 april 2009

23. Ararat Regional Art Gallery
ararat, Victoria
how you make it
9 april – 21 May 2009

24. Shepparton Art Gallery
shepparton, Victoria
come on the scene
11 april – 31 May 2009

25. Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
townsville, Queensland
hall of Mirrors: anne Zahalka  
portraits 1987 - 2007
24 april – 21 June 2009

26. Swan Hill Regional Art Gallery
swan hill, Victoria
the enchanted forest: new gothic 
storytellers
1 May – 7 June 2009

27. Bunbury Regional Art Galleries
bunbury, Western australia
Walk
2 May – 16 June 2009

28. The Ian Potter Museum of Art, the 
university of Melbourne
Melbourne, Victoria
other side art: trevor Nickolls, a survey  
of paintings and drawings 1972 - 2007
13 May – 2 august 2009

29. Dubbo Regional Gallery,  
Western Plains Cultural Centre
Dubbo, New south Wales
loop: new australian video art
23 May – 2 august 2009

30. Mildura Art Centre
Mildura, Victoria
how you make it
11 June – 15 July 2009

31. Swan Hill Regional Art Gallery
swan hill, Victoria
come on the scene
12 June – 19 July

31. Latrobe Regional Gallery
Morwell, Victoria
the world in painting
27 June – 23 august 2009

i have managed to 
hitch a ride when it 
visited geelong, 
bendigo, swan hill,  
latrobe and tweed river 
regional galleries, 
although it’s been 
to many other places. 
it seems that anything 
is possible in this 
site of magic, 
mystery and wonder.

Deborah Klein
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ARRIVALSARRIVALS

THE WORLD IN PAINTING
curator: Zara stanhope, heide Museum  
of Modern art for asialink 

New Exhibition partnership

artists: John citizen (gordon bennett), 
amanda Davies, Diena georgetti, raafat 
ishak, boxer Milner tjampitjin, James 
Morrison, Nancy Naninurra Napanangka and 
Elizabeth Newman

the world in painting offers a perspective 
into how australian artists, from a range 
of generations and locations, are painting 
their worlds from domestic interiors 
to dream-like landscapes. it explores a 
number of themes including the workings of 
subjectivity and power, the strangeness 
and fantasy of the natural world, and the 
desire to encourage forms of creativity 
that are accessible to all.

the world in painting toured thailand, the 
philippines and Vietnam in 2008, courtesy 
of asialink. it will tour Victoria and New 
south Wales in 2009.

COME ON THE SCENE
curators: Jeff Khan  
and tamara Marwood, Next Wave

New Exhibition partnership

come on the scene is an exhibition which 
presented some dazzling new works by 
five young regionally-based contemporary 
artists from Victoria, tasmania and 
Western australia. arising from Next Wave’s 
inaugural regional program, each artist 
represented in come on the scene developed 
an ambitious, large-scale new project, 
which was included in the 2008 Next 
Wave Festival. With the support of NEts 
Victoria, the artists redeveloped their 
work into a touring exhibition that took 
the works back into regional australia, to 
the communities and towns from which they 
originated.

artists: Ellen coyle, trevor Flinn, carly 
preston, roderick sprigg and pip stafford

Warrnambool art gallery  
13 February - 29 March 2009

shepparton art gallery  
10 april - 31 May 2009

swan hill regional art gallery  
12 June - 19 July 2009

latrobe regional gallery  
1 august - 11 october 2009

horsham regional art gallery  
31 october - 29 November 2009

Dear all,

8 australian artists’ 
work exhibited in  
chiang Mai, bangkok, 
Manila, hanoi, 
la trobe/Morwell, 
Newcastle, Warrnambool 
and at heide 
with fellow artists 
from asia...

it’s been a great 
journey, and there 
are so many  
people who have 
deserved thanks along 
the way...

thank you! Zara

anthea Van Kopplen
the Envelope, 2008
tyvek 255 recyled content high 
Density polyethylene (hDpE),  
found fabric (1960s) 100% nylon, 
found object (clear and blue pVc 
shower curtain), wool/polyester 
found fabric.
installation view, courtesy the 
artist and craft Victoria

simon cooper
chromosewn (7 pieces from  
a series of 20), 2007
cotton, buttons, zippers,  
steel pins installation view
photography: slowlight images 
courtesy the artist  
and craft Victoria
From the touring exhibition
how You Make it
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DEPARTURESDEPARTURES

HOW YOu MAkE IT
curator: Kate rhodes, for craft Victoria

Exhibition Development Fund  
recipient, 2007

artists: simon cooper, paula Dunlop, Ess. 
laboratory (hoshika oshimi and tatsuyoshi 
Kawabata), ForMallYKNoWNas (toby 
Whittington), MatErialbYproDuct (susan 
Dimasi and chantal McDonald), s!x (Denise 
sprynskyj and peter boyd), project (Kara 
baker and shelley lasica), and anthea van 
Kopplen.

how You Make it investigates the process 
behind some of australia’s leading artisan 
fashion design practices. specifically, 
this special touring exhibition looks at 
garment construction as an idea while 
revealing how traditional highly-crafted 
tailoring techniques continue to shape 
contemporary clothing in often radically 
new ways.

object gallery  
21 June – 24 august 2008

Fremantle arts centre   
3 December 2008 – 25 January 2009

Wangaratta Exhibitions gallery  
28 February – 29 March 2009

ararat regional art gallery  
9 april – 17 May 2009

Mildura arts centre   
11 June – 15 July 2009

this exhibition is supported by the 
Victorian government through arts Victoria 
and the community support Fund.

one of our most successful tours to date 
– Murray cod: the biggest fish in the river 
– concluded. both a critical and popular 
success, the exhibition reached audiences 
of over 275,000 including attendance at the 
final presentation at the Melbourne Museum. 
Works were condition reported, packed and 
returned to lenders. the exhibition report 
has been circulated and grants acquitted

MuRRAY COD:  
THE BIGGEST FISH IN THE RIVER

curator: John Kean, for swan hill regional 
art gallery

artists: ian abdulla, Narelle autio, arthur 
bartholomew, badger bates,  
ludwig becker, William blandowski,  
Nici cumpston, Kurwingie Kerry giles, ponch 
hawkes, roy Kennedy, Esther Kirby, Yvonne 
Koolmatrie, lorraine connelly-Northey, 
rhyll plant, bluey roberts, clare Whitney 
and others

Murray cod: the biggest fish in the river is 
a rich showcase of visual art inspired by 
australia’s most iconic fish. consisting over 
40 works of art by 27 artists, this timely 
and unique touring exhibition examines a 
great fish that symbolises the Murray river 
itself. Works by colonial artist ludwig 
becker, through to narratives about the fish 
by ian abdulla and a contemporary view of 
the river by Narelle autio, the exhibition 
explores the cultural and historical 
significance of the Murray cod through 
images drawn from memory, spiritual 
association and acute observation. 

Melbourne Museum 11 april – 27 July 2008

this exhibition was supported by the 
Victorian government through arts 
Victoria and the community support Fund. 
indemnification for this exhibition is 
provided by the Victorian government.

VICTORIANS ON VACATION
curator: clare Williamson,  
state library of Victoria

New Exhibition partnership

Victorians on Vacation traces the ways  
in which Victorians have enjoyed holidays 
and leisure over the last 150 years.  
this exhibition draws from the state 
library of Victoria’s rich collection to 
reveal the changing fashions of holidays 
through family photographs, travel 
posters, brochures, postcards, diaries and 
artistic representations.

Mildura arts centre   
16 october - 26 November 2008

Warrnambool art gallery   
7 December 2008 – 8 February 2009

Mornington peninsula regional gallery  
4 March 2009 - 13 april 2009

this exhibition is supported by the 
Victorian government through arts 
Victoria’s Major touring initiative. 
indemnification for this exhibition is 
provided by the Victorian government.

Materialbyproduct
(susan Dimasi and  
chantal McDonald)
chantal McDonald drawing 
for soft hard harder 
Dress curtain, 2007
courtesy the artists

From the touring  
exhibition
how You Make it
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IN TRANSITIN TRANSIT

loop: NEW australiaN ViDEo art

curator: Daniel Mcowan,  
hamilton art gallery

Exhibition Development  
Fund recipient, 2006

artists: Daniel crooks, shaun gladwell, 
Jess MacNeil, arlo Mountford and Daniel  
von sturmer

loop: new australian video art showcases 
innovative contemporary video art by five 
of australia’s leading artists. in bringing 
together this group of seemingly diverse 
artists, loop is intended to provide a 
glimpse into some of the fresh methods 
being employed in video art today. testing 
the boundaries of this visual medium, 
the works in loop present a spliced 
meditation on time, space, motion, place 
and perspective.

ararat regional art gallery  
21 June – 27 July 2008

horsham regional art gallery  
9 september – 2 November 2008

ballarat Fine art gallery   
15 November – 11 January 2009

bendigo art gallery  
28 March – 26 april 2009

Western plains cultural centre,  
Dubbo 23 May – 2 august 2009

this exhibition is supported by the 
Victorian government through arts  
Victoria and the community support Fund.

WalK

curator: Martina copley 

Exhibition Development  
Fund recipient, 2006

artists: peter corbett, Vicki couzens, 
Nicky hepburn, brian laurence, Jan 
learmonth, carmel Wallace, ilka White  
and John Wolseley

at the heart of this exhibition is a  
250 kilometre journey along the great 
south West Walk, an increasingly endangered 
natural environment cradled  
in the far south-west corner of Victoria. 
For three weeks, this group of artists 
travelled together through forest and 
river, estuary and bay to create work in 
response to their experience of the Walk. 
the artists followed a path that took them 
far from the familiarity and isolation of 
the studio into a landscape conceived as 
a creative, social, cultural, ethical and 
aesthetic relation to place.

burnie regional gallery    
15 august 2008 – 14 september 2008

riddoch art gallery    
18 october 2008 – 30 November 2008

Flinders university art Museum  
23 January – 28 February 

bunbury regional art galleries   
2 May – 14 June 2009

shepparton art gallery     
18 July – 23 august 2009

Walk will continue to tour  
Victoria until september 2009. 

this exhibition is supported by Visions 
of australia, an australian government 
program supporting touring exhibitions 
by providing funding assistance of the 
development and touring of australian 

cultural material across australia.

thE ENchaNtED ForEst:  
NEW gothic storYtEllErs
curator: Jazmina cininas,  
for geelong gallery

Exhibition Development Fund  
recipient, 2006

artists: Jazmina cininas, Deborah Klein, 
Milan Milojevic, James Morrison, louise 
Weaver and louiseann Zahra-King

six of australia’s most respected 
contemporary artists evoke mesmerising 
woodland with intersecting storylines 
possessing both the charm and the  
implied menace of a grimm’s fairytale.  
the enchanted forest: new gothic 
storytellers revisits a time when animals 
and trees were thought to speak, when man 
was at the mercy of the forest, and the 
boundary between civilisation and the 
wilderness was less clearly defined. 

bendigo art gallery   
19 July – 17 august 2008

shepparton art gallery   
10 october – 23 November 2008

latrobe regional gallery   
21 February – 19 april 2009

swan hill regional art gallery  
1 May – 15 June 2009

the enchanted forest will continue to tour 
New south Wales until November 2009.

this exhibition is supported by the 
Victorian government through arts 
Victoria and the community support Fund. 
indemnification for this exhibition is 

roderick sprigg
occasional tables 2008
installation, digital video and 
community art installation view  
at craft Victoria, as part of  
the 2008 Next Wave Festival
 photographer: Jeremy Dillon
courtesy the artist and Next Wave

From the touring exhibition
come on the scene
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IN TRANSIT

provided by the Victorian government.

HALL OF MIRRORS:  
ANNE ZAHALkA PORTRAITS 1987-2007
curator: Karra rees, centre for 
contemporary photography

New Exhibition partnership

hall of Mirrors: anne Zahalka portraits 
1987-2007 explores the thread of 
portraiture through the prolific career of 
one of australia’s pre-eminent photo media 
artists. Featuring many iconic images, 
this major survey examines portraiture, 
representation and identity throughout 
Zahalka’s celebrated career, which spans 
over 20 years. her portraits reveal more 
than just the individual – with an ironic 
and critical voice the images cleverly 
subvert stereotypes while capturing 
subcultures and a spirit of the times with 
acute observation.

Warrnambool art gallery   
15 september – 28 october 2007

National portrait gallery   
23 November 2007 – 31 March 2008

ipswich art gallery   
17 May – 27 July 2008

hall of Mirrors will continue to tour 
Queensland, New south Wales, Victoria, 
tasmania and south australia until  
March 2010. 

this exhibition is supported by Visions 
of australia, an australian government 
program supporting touring exhibitions 
by providing funding assistance of the 
development and touring of australian 
cultural material across australia.

anne Zahalka
artist #10 (Darren sylvester)  
2005, from the series artists
duraflex photograph
courtesy the artist,  
roslyn oxley9 gallery (sydney)  
and arc one gallery (Melbourne)

From the touring exhibition
hall of Mirrors: anne Zahalka 
portraits 1987 – 2007

anne Zahalka (left)
the photographer (self portrait) 
1989, type c photograph
courtesy the artist,  
roslyn oxley9 gallery (sydney) and 
arc one gallery (Melbourne)

From the touring exhibition
hall of Mirrors: anne Zahalka 
portraits 1987 – 2007
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Dear NETS

This is a post-exhibitionary epistle.  
How You Make It returned to us in August 
having travelled to two states and 
four regional centres across Victoria. 
From Melbourne to its last stop in 
Mildura, How You Make IT was received by 
enthusiastic audiences, making it one of 
Craft Victoria’s most successful fashion 
exhibitions. It goes without saying 
that we couldn’t have done it without 
the support and tireless efforts of the 
amazing NETS team. Looking forward 
to next time!

Best, Nella Themelios 

coordinating curator,
craft Victoria

how you make it a craft Victoria and NEts 
Victoria touring exhibition explored 
the processes behind some of australia’s 
leading artisan fashion design practices. 
specifically, this special touring 
exhibition looked at garment construction 
as an idea while revealing how traditional 
highly-crafted tailoring techniques 
continue to shape contemporary clothing in 
often radically new ways.

PuBLIC PROGRAMS 
From Melbourne to its last stop in Mildura, 
how you make it was received  
by enthusiastic audiences, making it one 
of craft Victoria’s most successful fashion 
exhibitions.

Melbourne designer, anthea van Kopplen 
created a series of workshops around her 

[envelope] project where audiences could 
learn how to hand stitch a unique garment 
and be a designer for a day. 

the project was designed to engage 
audiences and consumers in a more holistic 
way of consuming fashion.  
the [envelope] is the name of the unique 
garment you are given to hand stitch and 
decorate during the workshops.  
the garment can be a coat, skirt, dress or 
a top and transforms into a shelter when 
five or more people come together.

[Envelope] is a fashion experience rather 
than a product. it is part of a system 
of sustainable design thinking that 
demands consumer engagement whether it 
be constructing, embellishing or creating 
a garment from beginning to end. this 
system nurtures individual expression and 
diversity, not the homogeny of commercial 
fashions. it created an experience with 
activities that encourage people to learn 
from each other and collaborate for a 
better more sustainable world.

the workshops were well attended 
throughout the how you make it tour and 
participants ranged in age from 8 to 80.  
anthea discusses the environmental and 
social impacts of fashion design and making 
as you learn the pleasures of stitching and 
decorating your Envelope using recycled 
materials. Each participant in the workshop 
receives an [envelope] starter kit as part 
of the $35 fee. the template was available 
to download from our website  
www.netsvictoria.org.au

PUBLIC PROGRAMS:  
THE ENVELOPE PROJECT
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2008-09 ACHIEVEMENTS

• We increased our audience by 32% with 
a total of 141,870 people visiting our 
exhibitions (405,914 up from 107,342  
in 2007/2008).

• We helped host galleries to present 21 
public programs to enable over 1000 
people to engage with artists and 
curators from our 9 touring exhibitions. 

• We presented exhibitions at thirteen 
major public galleries across six states 
including object gallery, sydney; 
Flinders university art Museum, adelaide; 
ipswich art gallery, QlD;  
and Fremantle arts centre, Wa. 

• We provided regional audiences with 
the opportunity to access treasures 
from such rich and diverse collections 
as the National gallery of Victoria, 
Museum Victoria, the National Museum 
of australia, the art gallery of south 
australia, the Museum of south australia, 
Flinders university art Museum, Mildura 

arts centre, the Museum of sydney, and 
the state library of Victoria.

• We increased our online audience with 
368,698 hits to our website.

• We collaborated with heide Museum 
of Modern art and asialink on the 
publication for the world in painting.

• We produced the NEts Victoria 2009 
Destinations postcard book detailing 
each of the exhibitions on the road  
in 2009.

• We developed inclusive didactic material, 
which presents curatorial research in an 
accessible way to enhance each visitor’s 
experience.

CONNECTION2008-2009 achievements
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NEts Victoria is dedicated to connecting 
people with the best contemporary art, 
craft and design. as a result, we don’t just 
deliver a ready-made exhibition to host 
galleries. We have a strong reputation for 
providing support and assistance at every 
step of the journey. 

We are dedicated to working collaboratively 
with staff at host venues to install our 
touring exhibitions and to achieve the best 
presentation, given the intricacies and 
uniqueness of each gallery space. although 
we develop comprehensive tour manuals 
with packing, handing and installation 
instructions, we also understand that it 
is more helpful for our program Managers 
to join the installation team and share 
their knowledge of the works, each artist’s 
intention, each curator’s vision, and the 
specifics of the museum standard crates  
and packing. 

COMMUNICATIONSSPECIAL DELIVERY

• together with the Next Wave team, we 
mentored young designer, Dylan Fowler, 
based in regional Victoria and editor, 
emerging writer Fiona Maxwell, to 
produce publications and branding for 
come on the scene.

• We developed our first blog for come on 
the scene which was established to build 
an online community around the project 
and featured posts from the artists on 
site at the host galleries, insights into 
the unpacking and installation process 
and documentation of workshops held in 
conjunction with the exhibition. 

• We designed and distributed our first 
publication in recent years apart from 
our annual report – 2009 Destinations 
postcard book which comprised of a 
full list of the exhibitions on tour 
for the year and also announced our 
new partnership with international art 
services. it was extremely effective in 
promoting our organisation to the sector 
and communicating our core business to 
lenders and supporters.

• We have continued to build our profile 
with strategic advertisements in a range 
of art publications and have fostered 
our ongoing relationship with art Monthly 
with the artnotes Victoria column which 
we author.

• our application to the telematics 
trust for funding for a new website 
was approved and we have begun the 
significant task of mapping out the 
structure and content of the site with 
web designers small studio. the site is 
expected to launch in september 2009. 

• We developed a survey for the regional 
gallery directors which will seek 
feedback on our programs and services 
and gathers data which will be useful in 
our strategic planning in coming years. 
the survey will be collated and reported 
on in the next six months, with the 
findings used to inform our exhibitions  
in development in the coming years. 

• We launched our new e-newsletter, 
NEtsletter sent to all our stakeholders, 
and enhanced our social networking 
profile by joining Facebook and starting 
to tweet.

Roderick Sprigg
Occasional Tables 2008
installation, digital video and 
community art installation view  
at Craft Victoria, as part of  
the 2008 Next Wave Festival
 Photographer: jeremy Dillon
Courtesy the artist  
and Next Wave

From the touring exhibition
Come On The Scene
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FINANCIAL2008-2009 achievements
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OPERATING STATEMENT
For the twelve months ended 30 June 2009

  Notes  2009  2008
   $ $
  
REVENuES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

 GOVERNMENT
 commonwealth government operational grant 2 95,086 227,865
 state government operational grant 2 173,220 170,000
 state government project grants  9,091 90,510
   277,397 488,375
 OPERATIONAL
 professional development seminar fees  8,320 2,766
 Exhibition venue fees  103,243 38,900
 other operating revenue 3 18,510 63,554
   130,073 105,220

TOTAL REVENuES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES  407,470 593,595

ExPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
 salaries and other payroll costs 4.1 182,548 179,478
 travel, Entertainment and personal Expenses  5 14,132 12,847
 Exhibition Expenses 6 39,155 85,545
 printing, stationery and other office Expenses  7 35,373 39,566
 packaging, postage and communication Expenses  8 131,200 100,904
 Depreciation Expense 9 5,704 5,704
 other operating Expenses 10 81,844 79,443 

TOTAL ExPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES  489,956  503,488

OPERATING SuRPLuS FROM ORDINARY    
 ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR  (82,486) 90,108

TOTAL CHANGES IN EquITY  (82,486) 90,108

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT2008-2009

NATIONAL ExHIBITIONS TOuRING SuPPORT (VICTORIA) INC.
balance sheet as at 30 June 2009

  Notes  2009  2008
   $ $

CuRRENT ASSETS
 cash assets 18 168,689 167,789
 receivables 18 46,210 51,899
 inventory  10,096 10,989

TOTAL CuRRENT ASSETS  224,995 230,677

NON-CuRRENT ASSETS
 property, plant and equipment 11 16,081 21,785

TOTAL NON-CuRRENT ASSETS  16,081  21,785

TOTAL ASSETS  241,075 252,462

CuRRENT LIABILITIES
 payables 12,18 91,101 18,649
 provisions 4.2 10,945 11,393

TOTAL CuRRENT LIABILITIES  102,046 30,042

NON-CuRRENT LIABILITIES 
 provisions  1,337 2,242

TOTAL NON-CuRRENT ASSETS  1,337 2,242

TOTAL LIABILITIES  103,383 32,284

NETS ASSETS  137,692 220,178

EquITY
 retained profits 13 137,692 220,178

TOTAL EquITY  137,692 220,178

CONCISE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

the operating statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to and forming part of the financial statements.the statement of financial position is to be read in conjunction with the notes to and forming part of the financial statements.
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
For the twelve months ended 30 June 2009

  Notes  2009  2008
   $ $

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
 RECEIPTS
 commonwealth government operational grant  104,594 250,652
 state government operational grant  190,542 187,000
 state government project grants  10,000 99,561
 professional development seminar fees  9,152 3,043
 Exhibition fess  119,256 83,990
 interest  8,514 9,483
 Donations  5,432 10,000
 other  5,020 48,478
   452,511 692,206
 OuTFLOWS
 gst paid to the ato  (32,320) (17,943)
 payments to suppliers and employees
 (inclusive of gst)  (419,292) (653,086)

   (451,511)  (671,029)

NET CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 17 900 21,177

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES    
 capital purchases  (0) 0

NET CASH uSED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES  (0) 0

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH HELD  900 21,177

CASH ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR  167,789 146,612

CASH ASSETS AT END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR 17 168,689 167,789

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

the cash flow statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to and forming part of the financial statements.

trevor Nickolls
Warmun mandala 2002
synthetic polymer paint on canvas
122 x 122 cm
private collection, perth
 
From the touring exhibition
other side art. trevor Nickolls,  
a survey of paintings and  
drawings 1972 – 2007
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shilo album cover
©courtesy sony  
Music Entertainment
 
rob MchaFFiE
shilo sleeve: oil 2009
courtesy the artist
 
From the touring exhibition
the shilo project

CHAIR’S REPORTJULY – DecemBer 2009

NEts Victoria continues to play a highly 
important strategic role in the delivery 
of contemporary art content to audiences 
across Victoria, and elsewhere. acting at 
the forefront of professional practice, 
NEts leads the way in servicing and adding 
value to the interface between artists and 
audiences, within the gallery context.

Exhibitions, education resources, 
information needs and professional 
development continue to be delivered by the 
superb NEts team, lead by Director georgia 
cribb. a vast array of exhibitions and 
projects were managed throughout the year, 
with new projects continuing to be sourced 
and shaped by the talented staff.

i thank all the board members for their 
outstanding contribution, always visionary 
whilst being grounded, we together have 
navigated the tricky shoals of contemporary 
arts practice and its passage into the 
public arena.

special thanks go to our strong and 
committed funding agencies, arts Victoria 

and the australia council for the arts. 
they provide guidance in addition to 
funds, and i thank them on behalf of the 
organization for their valued contribution.

Finally i thank the artists, in the know-
ledge that the dynamic that exist between 
them NEts Victoria is the essential spark.

Joe pascoe

chair
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• We toured nine exhibitions to sixteen 
galleries – two in metropolitan 
Melbourne, eight in regional Victoria  
and six interstate in New south Wales, 
the act, south australia and tasmania. 

• in this six month period, we reached 
audiences of 74,424. 

• launch of a new website for NEts Victoria 
www.netsvictoria.org which provides 
much greater access to our exhibitions 
and publications and showcases the 
outstanding works of art we tour.  
We had hits of 370,186 on our website. 

• Delivery of the first professional 
development seminars presented in 
partnership with the National gallery 
of Victoria for public gallery sector 
staff on art handling, installation, 
conservation and registration.

• a survey exhibition of the work of  
the father of urban aboriginal art, trevor 
Nickolls, developed by the ian potter 
Museum of art begins its national tour at 
araluen arts centre in alice springs.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

Deborah KlEiN
From the series swarm 2002 
(detail)
synthetic polymer paint  
on canvas unframed stretched  
oval canvases joined in pairs
courtesy the artist

From the touring exhibition
the enchanted forest:  
new gothic storytellers

Many of our most popular and acclaimed 
projects have come to an end during this 
period and we have begun working on a suit 
of new innovative and exciting projects in 
development for the coming year and beyond. 

in these six months, we have presented 
nine exhibitions in sixteen locations 
across the country to audiences of more 
than 74,000 people. this huge output is 
delivered by a small, dynamic team of staff. 
program Managers sherryn Vardy and Emily 
Jones continue to juggle the demanding 
and complex tour itineraries and support 
artists and colleagues across the country 
in presenting outstanding contemporary 
art, craft and design. 

rowena scanlon joined the organisation as 
communications Manager in July, overseeing 
the launch of the new NEts Victoria 
website. this site, which had been in 
development for a number of years is a 
major achievement and provides a framework 
for our organisation to much more 
effectively provide access and engagement 
for audiences to the full spectrum of 
exhibitions in the NEts Victoria touring 
program through a wide variety of new 
formats of content including audio and 
video, blogs, advice and information for 
the arts industry and to make available 
our publications through an ecommerce 
facility. the site as it stands gives a  
small glimpse of its capabilities and 
we look forward to using it in new and 
exciting ways into the future. 

We continued to work with our NEts 
australia colleagues, holding a sector 
meeting in september in townsville to 
coincide with the public galleries summit. 
both in our core business and through this 
network, we provide advice, support and 
advocacy on touring to the arts sector 
across the country.

My sincere thanks to our outgoing chair 
alex taylor, who moved to the uK for 
postgraduate study in art history at oxford 
university. alex was incredibly supportive 
and was instrumental in a number of the 
organisation’s achievements in recent 
years. We welcome Joe pascoe to the 
position, who brings an incredible range 
of experience across the sector. i greatly 
appreciate the support of the individual 
board members, past and present, which 
have helped us achieve the great outcomes 
detailed in this report. 

together, the board of Management and team 
will begin strategic planning for our next 
triennium, beginning in 2011, which has 
been informed by a survey undertaken by our 
organisation of the exhibition programming 
needs and interests of the public gallery 
sector  in Victoria. stay tuned... 

this six month report brings our state 
and federal funding reporting cycles into 
alignment – we hope you enjoy it. 

georgia cribb

Director
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EXHIBITION DEVELOPMENT FUND 2009

THE SPIRIT IN THE LAND

curated by robert lindsay  
and penny teale, Mcclelland  
gallery + sculpture park

the landscape genre has dominated 
australian art and has been fundamental 
in the formation of our national identity. 
Within this tradition the spirit in the 
land will explore the special, often 
metaphysical, relationship to the land 
through the work of eleven leading 
indigenous and non indigenous artists, 
including russell Drysdale, lorraine 
connelly-Northey, sidney Nolan, Dorothy 
Napangardi, John olsen, rover thomas,  
Fred Williams, rosalie gascoigne, Emily 
Kame Kngwarreye, John Davis and lin onus.

proposed to tour nationally in 2011-12  
with NEts Victoria.

BILL HENSON: EARLY WORk 
FROM THE MGA COLLECTION

curated by stephen Zagala,  
Monash gallery of art

this exhibition reveals the power and 
beauty of the early and mid-career work 
of australia’s best-known contemporary 
photographer, bill henson, and features 
twenty-nine exquisitely printed examples 
from many of henson’s major series from  
the 1970s through to the early 1990s,  
all drawn from Mga’s collection.

touring nationally in 2010 onwards  
by Monash gallery of art

THE CONSERVATION PROjECT 
(working title)

curated by sherryn Vardy, NEts Victoria

conserving cultural materials is an 
important part of preserving history, 
memories and identity. the role of 
conservator is a relatively new profession 
in australia and within the general public 
there is a lack of understanding of what a 
conservator does, who a conservator is and 
what can be done to preserve culture both 
in the lab, in the community or at home. 
the definition of tangible and intangible 
cultural material will be explored through a 
range of works of art, video demonstrations 
and didactics with a focus on preventive 
conservation explaining the forms of 
degradation. a combination of historical 
and contemporary works of art, including 
indigenous works, sourced from the centre 
for cultural Material conservation will be 
accompanied with detailed documentation of 
their treatment paths. 

proposed to tour Victoria in 2012 onwards 
with NEts Victoria

ON TOUR

HALL OF MIRRORS: ANNE ZAHALkA 
PORTRAITS 1987 – 2007

curated by Karra rees,  
centre for contemporary photography

hall of Mirrors examines portraiture, 
representation and identity throughout 
Zahalka’s career, which spans more than 
20 years. Zahalka’s portraits reveal more 
than just the individual; with an ironic 
and critical voice the images cleverly 
subvert stereotypes, representing 
subcultures and a spirit of the times with 
acute observation. tampering with truth 
in representation, blurring the boundary 
between reality and fiction, Zahalka uses 
a variety of photo-media techniques. 
incorporating photomontage, double-
exposure, darkroom trickery and digital 
manipulation, her practice has consistently 
enquired into the very nature of image 
making and its relationship to the world 
around us.

riddoch art gallery, Mount gambier, sa  
4 July - 2 august 2009

Wangaratta exhibitions gallery, 
Wangaratta, Vic   
26 september - 25 october 2009

Devonport regional gallery   
6 November – 31 December 2009

WALk

curated by Martina copely  
for NEts Victoria

at the heart of this exhibition is a 250 
kilometre journey along the great south 
West Walk, an increasingly endangered 
natural environment cradled in the far 
south-west corner of Victoria. For three 

weeks, eight artists - peter corbett,  
Vicki couzens, Nicky hepburn, brian 
laurence, Jan learmonth, carmel Wallace, 
ilka White and John Wolseley - travelled 
together through forest and river, estuary 
and bay to create work in response to their 
experience. the artists followed a path 
that took them far from the familiarity and 
isolation of the studio into a landscape 
conceived as a creative, social, cultural, 
ethical and aesthetic relation to place.

shepparton art gallery  
6 July - 21 august 2009 (tbc)

counihan gallery in brunswick  
28 aug - 27 sept 2009

THE SHILO PROjECT

curated by Dr chris Mcauliffe,  
the ian potter Museum of art

the shilo project is based on Neil Diamond’s 
1970 album, the cover of which features a 
connect-the-dots portrait of Diamond for 
fans to complete. the project invites up 
to 100 contemporary australian artists to 
complete a ‘blank’ cover and displays their 
sleeves alongside those found in op shops 
completed by unknown individuals. this 
kaleidoscopic exhibition of art and record 
sleeves is a tribute to pop idols, classic 
tunes, record collectors, fans and vinyl.

ian potter Museum of art   
28 November 2009 – 14 March 2010

three grants Of Up tO $10,000  
Were aWarDeD in 2009:
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ON TOUR

OTHER SIDE ART: TREVOR NICkOLLS,  
A SuRVEY OF PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS  
1972 -2007

curated by Michael o’Ferrall for the  
ian potter Museum of art

other side art brings together more than 
fifty paintings and drawings from around 
australia. the exhibition recognises 
Nickolls’s pioneering role in the struggle 
by a generation of aboriginal artists 
to forge a new position within the 
mainstream of australian art and culture 
at a particularly vital juncture in the 
continent’s history. largely based on a 
chronological sequence of paintings with 
the addition of selected works on paper, 
groups of works are arranged to explore 
different facets of the artist’s interests: 
the interplay between human psychology and 
the polemical and political, the cityscape 
and unmodified landscape, and the harmony/
disharmony between the spiritual and the 
material.

the ian potter Museum of art  
13 May 2009 – 02 august 2009 

araluen arts centre  
13 November 2009 - 30 January 2010

LOOP: NEW AuSTRALIAN VIDEO ART

curated by Daniel Mcowan,  
hamilton art gallery

loop: new australian video art presents 
the work of five innovative australian media 
artists - Daniel crooks, shaun gladwell, 
Jess MacNeil, arlo Mountford and Daniel von 
sturmer. in bringing together this group of 
seemingly diverse artists, loop is intended 
to provide a glimpse into some of the fresh 

methods being employed in video art today. 
testing the boundaries of this visual 
medium, the works in loop present a spliced 
meditation on time, space, motion, place 
and perspective.

Dubbo regional gallery (NsW)  
23 May - 2 august 2009

HOW YOu MAkE IT

curated by Kate rhodes, craft Victoria

how You Make it looks at a range of 
conceptual approaches to fashion design.  
it focuses on practice-based research 
where cutting, marking, joining and sizing 
— the cornerstones of garment production 
— are used to create a language from which 
design philosophies grow. australian 
practitioners including simon cooper, paula 
Dunlop, Ess.laboratory (hoshika oshimi 
and tatsuyoshi Kawabata), ForMallYKNoWNas 
(toby Whittington), anthea van Kopplen, 
MatErialbYproDuct (susan Dimasi and chantal 
McDonald), project (Kara baker and shelley 
lasica) and s!x (Denise sprynskyj and peter 
boyd),  open a dialogue between craft and 
design that sees formal processes become a 
platform for experimentation.

Mildura arts centre  
11 June - 15 July 2009

ON TOUR

COME ON THE SCENE

curated by Jeff Khan and  
tamara Marwood, Next Wave

come on the scene presents new projects 
from five young regionally based australian 
artists who have engaged with the 
communities around them through their 
creative practices. the resulting works 
provide a fresh perspective on regional 
australia and the role of art in fostering  
a new sense of community and 
connectedness. the exhibition traverses 
new media, sculpture, painting, 
printmaking, installation and performance 
alongside documentation of the works by 
Ellen coyle (bendigo, Vic), trevor Flinn 
(Dunkeld, Vic), carly preston (ararat, Vic), 
roderick sprigg (Mukinbudin, Wa) and pip 
stafford (hobart, tas).

swan hill regional art gallery  
12 June  - 19 July 2009

latrobe regional gallery  
1 august - 11 october 2009

horsham regional art gallery  
31 october - 29 November 2009

THE WORLD IN PAINTING

curated by Zara stanhope,  
heide Museum of Modern art with asialink

the world in painting offers a perspective 
into how australian artists, from a range 
of generations and locations, are painting 
their worlds from domestic interiors to 
dream-like landscapes. it explores a number 
of themes including the workings of 
subjectivity and power, the strangeness 
and fantasy of the natural world, and the 
desire to encourage forms of creativity 

that are accessible to all. artists include 
John citizen, amanda Davies, Diena 
georgetti, raafat ishak, James Morrison, 
boxer Milner tjampitjin, Nancy Naninurra 
Napanangka and Elizabeth Newman.

latrobe regional gallery  
27 June - 23 august 2009

Warrnambool art gallery   
19 september - 15 November 2009

THE ENCHANTED FOREST:  
NEW GOTHIC STORYTELLERS

curated by Jazmina cininas  
for geelong gallery

six of australia’s most respected 
contemporary artists evoke a mesmerising 
woodland with intersecting storylines 
possessing both the charm and the implied 
menace of a grimm’s fairytale. the 
exhibition, which includes works by Jazmina 
cininas, Deborah Klein, Milan Milojevic, 
James Morrison, louise Weaver and louiseann 
Zahra-King, revisits a time when animals 
and trees were thought to speak, when man 
was at the mercy of the forest, and the 
boundary between civilisation and the 
wilderness was less clearly defined. 

Western plains cultural centre,  
Dubbo, 4 July – 13 september 2009

tweed river art gallery  
1 october - 15 November 2009
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IN DEVELOPMENT

OBjECTS TO LIVE BY.  
THE ART OF jOHN MEADE

curated by Zara stanhope  
for NEts Victoria

this will be the first exhibition to review 
fifteen years of practice from one of 
australia’s leading sculptors. Meade’s 
oeuvre is distinguished by its synthesis  
of figuration and abstraction. in dissolving 
the distinctions between sculpture, modern 
design and everyday objects, his art is a 
catalyst for the imagination. 

touring nationally in 2010-11 with the 
support of Visions of australia.

SIMRYN GILL: INLAND

curated by Naomi cass, centre for 
contemporary photography

simryn gill: inland presents the work of 
this internationally regarded artist in 
a new mid-career survey exhibition which 
will tour Victoria. simryn gill thinks 
deeply and methodically through the 
camera and found images, making large 
series that require ‘slow looking’ and 
reading. photography enables gill’s highly 
conceptual and intellectual approach, 
bringing a new dimension to what is 
traditionally understood as documentary 
photography.

touring Victoria in 2010-11 with the 
support of arts Victoria and the Melbourne 
international arts Festival. 

juST DRAWN

curated by Jan Duffy,  
linden centre for contemporary art

this exhibition features new works on 
paper from the group of urban aboriginal 
artists known collectively as ‘proppa NoW’. 
including artists who have already gained 
individual acclaim, richard bell, Vernon 
ahKee, gordon hookey and laurie Nilsen,  
as well as formidable emerging artists 
such as Jennifer herd, andrea Fisher, and 
tony albert, this group dispels the notion 
that indigenous art needs to be from 
a remote area to be ‘authentic’. these 
artists have developed a sophisticated city 
bred aboriginal aesthetic in contrast to 
what they call the ‘ooga-booga’ mentality 
that seeks to cast indigenous culture as 
inherently static and primitive. 

proposed for tour across Victoria and 
interstate in 2010-12.

IN DEVELOPMENT

MARY AND MAx: THE ExHIBITION

curated by Fiona trigg and  
adam Elliot, australian centre for the 
Moving image (acMi)

acMi in collaboration with oscar®-winning 
director and writer adam Elliot, presents 
Mary and Max: the Exhibition, a unique 
exhibition developed from the plasticine 
world of Mary and Max (2009), Elliot’s first 
animated feature film that tells the story 
of an unlikely pen-pal friendship between 
lonely eight-year-old Mary Daisy Dinkle and 
Max Jerry horowitz, who has asperger’s 
syndrome and loves chocolate hot dogs.

touring Victoria in 2010-11 with the support 
of arts Victoria’s Major touring initiative. 

THE SPIRIT IN THE LAND

curated by robert lindsay and penny teale, 
Mcclelland gallery + sculpture park

the landscape genre has dominated 
australian art and has been fundamental 
in the formation of our national identity. 
Within this tradition the spirit in the 
land will explore the special, often 
metaphysical, relationship to the land 
through the work of eleven leading 
indigenous and non indigenous artists, 
including russell Drysdale, lorraine 
connelly-Northey, sidney Nolan, Dorothy 
Napangardi, John olsen, rover thomas,  
Fred Williams, rosalie gascoigne, Emily Kame 
Kngwarreye, John Davis and lin onus.

proposed to tour nationally in 2011-12.

DREAMWEAVERS

curated by simon gregg,  
gippsland art gallery

Dreamweavers explores art and the 
subconscious in a strange and enchanting 
journey through the world of dreams, 
nightmares and the imagination.  
the exhibition charts the contemporary 
propagation of surrealism through a range 
of national and international art practices 
that are at once diverse, and united by 
an enduring fascination with darkness and 
dark places.

proposed to tour nationally in 2011-12
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

MASTERCLASS: PAINTING & FRAMES

a NEts Victoria & National gallery of 
Victoria professional Development seminar

Friday 30 october 2009

NEts Victoria is pleased to partner with 
the National gallery of Victoria (NgV) 
to deliver a new series of professional 
development seminars for the public gallery 
sector in Victoria. 

the first seminar, devised by NgV and NEts 
Victoria staff, focused on the areas of 
registration, conservation, condition 
reporting, art handling and installation 
of paintings and frames. the day included 
introductory presentations on theory 
and policy followed by practical hands-on 
demonstrations.

presenters included senior members  
of the NgV team including Michael burke, 
Manager art services; John payne, senior 
conservator, painting; catherine Earley, 
senior conservator, Exhibitions; holly 
Mcgowan-Jackson, senior conservator, Frames 
and MaryJo lelyveld, conservator, Frames. 

Nineteen people who work in a broad range 
of roles including Director, curator, 
technician, gallery assistant, installation 
officer, administration officer and art 
space attendant from public galleries 
across Victoria attended the day. here are 
some comments:

COLLECTION MANAGEMENT- ExHIBITIONS

presented by Museums australia (Victoria)

Monday 7 september 2009

Museum and gallery professionals from 
Museum Victoria, state library of Victoria, 
Mornington peninsula regional gallery, 
Museums australia (Victoria), and NEts 
Victoria will be discussing the issues 
surrounding loans, negotiation and risk 
management when developing exhibitions 
both static and touring. Emily Jones and 
sherryn Vardy, program Managers, NEts 
Victoria, gave a presentation on touring.

RAISE YOuR VOICE: FOuRTH  
NATIONAL PuBLIC GALLERIES SuMMIT

townsville, North Queensland, 9-11 
september 2009

case study session 3 – Exhibition practice: 
plugged in and switched on... presenting 
and touring media  
art exhibitions at regional galleries

georgia cribb, Director NEts Victoria, 
presented this paper with Jodi Ferrari, 
Museums and gallery services Queensland

• Extremely useful information and time 
with practiced experts.

• the seminar was extremely useful,  
i enjoyed the group activities, which 
was helpful to see how others hung works 
and the different tips people had for 
hanging, unpacking, handling, measuring 
formulas etc.

• it was a good opportunity to network 
with other gallery staff and to see  
the variety of gallery ‘hardware’ that is 
used at the NgV... 

• terrific and practical information.  
Felt presenters were very well prepared 
to present their information. great 
combination of talking presentations and 
practical exercises – good handy hints 
offered.

• the day was planned extremely well and 
i would like to congratulate NEts for 
initiating this worthwhile program.

• the program was extremely accessible  
and inclusive.
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
& STAFF

CHAIR
alex taylor (until august 2009)
Marketing Manager, australian centre for 
the Moving image

Joe pascoe (september 2009 onwards)
cEo and artistic Director, craft Victoria

DEPuTY CHAIR
Erica sanders (until august 2009)
independent art and heritage consultant

Murray bowes (october 2009 onwards)
Director, Warrnambool art gallery

TREASuRER
Meredith Windust
Figures are us

ORDINARY MEMBERS
professor paul clarkson
adjunct professor, rMit

alex Farrar
corporate lawyer, australian  
children’s television Foundation

Emily Floyd
artist

bryony Nainby (until august 2009)
senior curator, latrobe regional gallery

anthony camm (December 2009 onwards)
Director, ararat regional art gallery

Zara stanhope (December 2009 onwards)
independent curator and writer

CO-OPTED MEMBER  
(representing the National  
gallery of Victoria)
David hurlston
curator, australian art
National gallery of Victoria

NETS VICTORIA STAFF
Director: 
georgia cribb
communications Manager: 
rowena scanlon
program Managers: 
sherryn Vardy (0.8 p/t)
Emily Jones (0.6 p/t)
independent education consultants
Kate stones
brian McKinnon and rebecca hicks
independent exhibition design
Erik North, lev design 
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NATIONAL ExHIBITIONS TOuRING SuPPORT (VICTORIA) INC.
as at 31 December 2009

  Notes  31/12/09  30/06/09 
   $ $
 
CuRRENT ASSETS
 cash assets 18 247,197 168,689
 receivables 18 47,868 46,210
 inventory  10,017 10,096

TOTAL CuRRENT ASSETS  305,083 224,995

NON-CuRRENT ASSETS
 property, plant and equipment 11 13,228 16,081

TOTAL NON-CuRRENT ASSETS  13,228  16,081

TOTAL ASSETS  318,311 241,075

CuRRENT LIABILITIES
 payables 12,18 110,006 91,101
 provisions 4.2 9,965 10,945

TOTAL CuRRENT LIABILITIES  119,971 102,046

NON-CuRRENT LIABILITIES 
 provisions 4.2 3,212 1,337

TOTAL NON-CuRRENT ASSETS  3,212 1,337

TOTAL LIABILITIES  123,183 103,383

NETS ASSETS  195,128 137,692

EquITY
 retained profits 13 195,129 137,692

TOTAL EquITY  195,129 137,692

CONCISE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

the statement of financial position is to be read in conjunction with the notes to and forming part of the financial statements.

OPERATING STATEMENT
as at 31 December 2009

  Notes  31/12/09  30/06/09 
   $ $
  
REVENuES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

 GOVERNMENT
 commonwealth government operational grant 2 100,641 95,086
 state government operational grant 2 103,257 173,220
 state government project grants  60,215 9,091
   264,113 277,397
 OPERATIONAL
 professional development seminar fees  568 8,320
 Exhibition venue fees  14,333 103,243
 other operating revenue  31,945 18,510
   46,846 103,073

TOTAL REVENuES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES  310,959 407,470

ExPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
 salaries and other payroll costs 4.1 96,759 182,548
 travel, Entertainment and personal Expenses  5 7,115 14,132
 Exhibition Expenses 6 20,290 39,155
 printing, stationery and other office Expenses  7 12,392 35,373
 packaging, postage and communication Expenses  8 73,529 131,200
 Depreciation Expense 9 2,852 5,704
 other operating Expenses 10 40,585 81,844 

TOTAL ExPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES  253,522  489,956

OPERATING SuRPLuS FROM ORDINARY    
 ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR 13 57,437 (82,486)

TOTAL CHANGES IN EquITY  57,437 (82,486)

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENTJULY-DecemBer 2009

the operating statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to and forming part of the financial statements.
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SUPPORTERS

PRINCIPAL SUPPORTERS

PROJECT SUPPORT

IN-KIND SUPPORT ORGANISATION SUPPORT

PROJECT PARTNERS

EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPEMENT PARTNERS

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
as at 31 December 2009

  Notes  31/12/09  30/06/09 
   $ $

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
 RECEIPTS
 commonwealth government operational grant  110,705 104,595
 state government operational grant  113,583 190,542
 state government project grants  66,237 10,000
 professional development seminar fees  625 9,152
 Exhibition fess  14,108 119,256
 interest  2,223 8,514
 Donations  9,568 5,432
 other  6,664 5,020
   323,712 452,511
 OuTFLOWS
 gst paid to the ato  (10,363) (32,320)
 payments to suppliers and employees
 (inclusive of gst)  (234,841) (419,292)

   (245,204)  (451,612)

NET CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 17 78,508 900

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES    
 capital purchases  (0) 0

NET CASH uSED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES  (0) 0

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH HELD  78,508 900

CASH ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR  168,689 167,789

CASH ASSETS AT END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR 17 247,197 168,689

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

the cash flow statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to and forming part of the financial statements.
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CONTACT US

NETS VICTORIA STAFF 
Director: 
georgia cribb
t: +61 3 8662 1513
E: georgia.cribb@netsvictoria.org
[Monday to Friday]

COMMuNICATIONS MANAGER: 
rowena scanlon
t: +61 3 8662 1525
E: rowena.scanlon@netsvictoria.org
[Monday to Friday]

PROGRAM MANAGERS: 
sherryn Vardy
t: +61 3 8662 1512
E: sherryn.vardy@netsvictoria.org
[Monday to thursday]

Emily Jones
t: +61 3 8662 1589
E: emily.jones@netsvictoria.org
[Wednesday to Friday]

National Exhibitions touring support (NEts) 
Victoria inc.
the ian potter centre: NgV australia
Federation square
c/- National gallery of Victoria
po box 7259
Melbourne 8004 
t: + 61 3 8662 1513
F: + 61 3 8662 1575
E: info@netsvictoria.org 
www.netsvictoria.org.au
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